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AKTI News & Legislative Updates
Greetings!
What does it mean when a law is "void for
vagueness? And what does it have to do with knife
laws?
In the June issue of Knife Magazine , attorney and knife expert Dan Lawson
examines laws that may be unknowable - the constitutional term for this is
vagueness. Read the article on our website.

Have you heard? AKTI's annual fundraiser Free to Carry will be an online auction!
It's not too early to Register as a bidder. The auction of custom knives, factory
specials, accessessories and more will be Aug 1 - Aug 9.
Check out the auction site for custom knives donated by Tony Bose, Ken
Steigerwalt, Matthew Lerch, Brian Tighe, Richard Rogers and more, plus factory
specialized knives and accessories. Even a Luxury Vacation Home Getaway!
There's still time to contribute items.
Thanks to our 2020 Sponsors! CRKT, American Outdoor Brands, W.R. Case,
Chris Reeve Knives, SOG, J Harding Associates,The Evans Group
More news to come... Follow our social media posts about the event - like and
share. Help us spread the news and make this a great event!






INDUSTRY NEWS
Benchmade Knife Company Levels Up Its
Senior Leadership Team...a Regent member of
AKTI, has solidified a new leadership team as
it looks to the future for even greater growth. More
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